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ABSTRACT: Background: Idiopathic rapid eye move-
ment sleep behavior disorder (iRBD) represents the pro-
dromal stage of α-synucleinopathies. Reliable biomarkers
are needed to predict phenoconversion.
Objective: The aim was to derive and validate a brain
glucose metabolism pattern related to phenoconversion
in iRBD (iRBDconvRP) using spatial covariance analysis
(Scaled Subprofile Model and Principal Component Anal-
ysis [SSM-PCA]).
Methods: Seventy-six consecutive iRBD patients
(70 � 6 years, 15 women) were enrolled in two centers
and prospectively evaluated to assess phenoconversion
(30 converters, 73 � 6 years, 14 Parkinson’s disease

and 16 dementia with Lewy bodies, follow-up time:
21 � 14 months; 46 nonconverters, 69 � 6 years,
follow-up time: 33 � 19 months). All patients underwent
[18F]FDG-PET (18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emitting
tomography) to investigate brain glucose metabolism at
baseline. SSM-PCA was applied to obtain the iRBDconvRP;
nonconverter patients were considered as the reference
group. Survival analysis and Cox regression were applied to
explore prediction power.
Results: First, we derived and validated two distinct
center-specific iRBDconvRP that were comparable and sig-
nificantly able to predict phenoconversion. Then, SSM-PCA
was applied to the whole set, identifying the iRBDconvRP.
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The iRBDconvRP included positive voxel weights in cere-
bellum; brainstem; anterior cingulate cortex; lentiform
nucleus; and middle, mesial temporal, and postcentral
areas. Negative voxel weights were found in posterior cin-
gulate, precuneus, middle frontal gyrus, and parietal areas.
Receiver operating characteristic analysis showed an area
under the curve of 0.85 (sensitivity: 87%, specificity:
72%), discriminating converters from nonconverters.
The iRBDconvRP significantly predicted phenoconversion
(hazard ratio: 7.42, 95% confidence interval: 2.6–21.4).
Conclusions: We derived and validated an iRBDconvRP
to efficiently discriminate converter from nonconverter

iRBD patients. [18F]FDG-PET pattern analysis has
potential as a phenoconversion biomarker in iRBD
patients. © 2022 The Authors. Movement Disorders
published by Wiley Periodicals LLC on behalf of Interna-
tional Parkinson and Movement Disorder Society.

Key Words: rapid eye movement sleep behavior disor-
der; fluorodeoxyglucose positron emitting tomography;
α-synucleinopathy; phenoconversion; disease-related
pattern

Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavior disorder
(RBD) is a parasomnia characterized by the enactment
of dreams and the loss of the physiological muscle
atonia during REM sleep.1 When not associated with
overt neurologic or psychiatric diseases, it is defined
as “idiopathic” or “isolated” (iRBD). Nevertheless,
iRBD has been described to be the prodromal stage
of α-synucleinopathies.2-4 Indeed, more than 70% of
iRBD patients will eventually phenoconvert to an overt
α-synucleinopathy within 12 years from diagnosis.2-4

Moreover, the majority of iRBD patients show biological
signs of synucleinopathy in the skin nerves and/or in the
cerebrospinal fluid.5,6 Thus, iRBD patients comprise the
ideal target population for testing disease-modifying
therapies once available.7 To design such trials, bio-
markers able to predict short-term phenoconversion to
the overt stage of alpha-synucleinopathies are needed.
However, the time from diagnosis to phenoconversion is
highly variable, with several patients not yet phen-
oconverted after 10 years,8,9 but it has been suggested
that disease-modifying trials should last up to 2 years.10
18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emitting tomography
([18F]FDG-PET), when combined with analytical
techniques, might be a promising biomarker of pheno-
conversion, as it has been proved to predict pheno-
conversion in different neurodegenerative diseases, such
as Alzheimer’s disease.11,12 The scaled subprofile model
and principal component analysis (SSM-PCA) allows to
extract the pattern of covariance between voxels, and it
has been previously applied to [18F]FDG-PET data to
identify disease-specific brain patterns in several neurolog-
ical conditions, including iRBD13 and Parkinson’s disease
(PD).13,14 Regarding the PD-related pattern (PDRP),15 it
has been shown that pattern expression increases with dis-
ease progression and decreases with effective therapy.16

PDRP is also expressed in iRBD patients at baseline, and it
has been proved to increase over time and it is associated
with phenoconversion.14,17,18 However, PDRP has been
identified in PD patients regardless of the presence/
absence of RBD. To evaluate disease progression in
RBD patients, it might be more useful to use a pattern

identified in PD patients with RBD. Recently, an [18F]
FDG-PET pattern was derived in a group of de novo PD
patients with RBD (dnPDRBD-RP) and applied in a
group of iRBD patients, trying to solve this issue.15 The
dnPDRBD-RP significantly predicted phenoconversion
to overt alpha-synucleinopathy, showing better perfor-
mance than the general PDRP.15

This result suggests that [18F]FDG-PET may be a
good biomarker for phenoconversion.
A specific phenoconversion-related pattern, highlight-

ing the brain metabolic differences between converter
iRBD patients and nonconverters, may provide a more
reliable estimation in identifying iRBD patients at high
risk of short-term phenoconversion, regardless of the
final diagnosis.
Using SSM-PCA analysis, we studied [18F]FDG-PET

imaging data of both iRBD patients who subsequently
developed an overt α-synucleinopathy and those who
did not (ie, retained the iRBD diagnosis) at follow-up,
to gain insight into the phenoconversion-related pat-
tern and its ability to predict short-term pheno-
conversion. The study was conducted in two centers,
each one used to derive the pattern that was then vali-
dated in the other center, thus increasing the stability
of the results.

Patients and Methods
Patients

From two Italian centers, Genoa (GE) and Rome Tor
Vergata (RTV), we enrolled 30 iRBD patients (mean
age: 73 � 6, 23 men, follow-up time: 21 � 14 months)
who subsequently phenoconverted to an overt
α-synucleinopathy (iRBD converters) and 46 iRBD
patients (mean age: 69 � 6, 38 men, follow-up time:
33 � 19 months) who did not phenoconvert (iRBD non-
converters). Demographic and clinical data are presented
in Tables S1 and S2. Moreover, 44 healthy controls
(mean age: 70 � 8.53, 16 men) and 32 de novo PD
patients (mean age: 73.12 � 5.86, 10 men) with RBD
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were selected from our data set. Demographic and clini-
cal data are presented in Table S3.
RBD diagnosis was confirmed in both iRBD and de

novo PD patients using polysomnography (PSG),
according to current criteria.19 For de novo PD
patients, the diagnosis was performed following current
criteria20 and confirmed by evidence of dopaminergic
deficit on [123I]FP-CIT SPECT and by at least 2 years of
follow-up.
At baseline, all patients underwent the Movement

Disorder Society Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating
Scale, motor section (MDS-UPDRS-III), to investigate
the presence of parkinsonism, the Mini Mental State
Examination (MMSE), as a measure of global cognitive
functioning, as well as a comprehensive neuropsycho-
logical assessment, including at least two tests for each
of the main cognitive domains (verbal memory, execu-
tive functions, attention and working memory, and
visuospatial abilities and language)21 to evaluate the
presence of mild cognitive impairment (MCI).21

Patients with dementia and parkinsonism fulfilling
criteria for the diagnosis of PD, multiple system atro-
phy (MSA), or dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) at
baseline (ie, they did not have iRBD) were excluded.
Clinical conditions (eg, activities and instrumental
activities of daily living assessment, motor and cogni-
tive assessment) were evaluated prospectively every
6 months from baseline. Phenoconversion to overt
alpha-synucleinopathy (ie, PD, DLB, or MSA) was
assessed using current criteria.22-24

All patients provided written consent to the study.
The local ethics committee approved the study proto-
col, and all participants signed an informed consent
form in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration
of 1975.

[18F]FDG-PET
All patients underwent [18F]FDG-PET to investigate

brain glucose metabolism within 12 months from iRBD
diagnosis. Brain [18F]FDG-PET scans were acquired
according to the guidelines of the European Association
of Nuclear Medicine.25

GE and RTV acquisition protocols are described in
Supporting Information.
All [18F]FDG-PET images were acquired in static

mode and then subjected to affine and nonlinear spatial
normalization into Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) brain space using SPM12 (Wellcome Depart-
ment of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). All the
default settings of SPM were used, and the specific[18F]
FDG-PET brain template was used as reference.26

The spatially normalized set of images was then
smoothed with a 10-mm isotropic Gaussian filter to
account for individual anatomical variability and to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

Polysomnographic Recording
Patients underwent overnight PSG. Sleep scoring was

performed following current criteria.19 PSG derivations
were placed according to recommended rules19 to eval-
uate sleep features and respiratory, cardiac, and limb
events. Patients were asked to withdraw melatonin,
hypnotic medications, and antidepressant drugs for
2 weeks before the recording.

iRBDconvRP Derivation and Validation among
GE and RTV Centers

The phenoconversion-related pattern of iRBD
(iRBDconvRP) patients was derived using an auto-
mated algorithm27,28 developed by the University Medi-
cal Center Groningen (UCMG), the Netherlands, based
on the SSM-PCA method of Spetsieris and Eidelberg29

implemented in MatLab (version 2020a, MathWorks,
Natick, MA).
We first derived independent patterns for the two

centers (GE and RTV) as across-centers validation test,
because having multiple sites often represents an
issue.30

In brief, SSM-PCA was first applied to a derivation
set (GE patients) of 16 converter and 27 nonconverter
patients. The resulting iRBDconvRP was then applied
to a validation set (RTV) of 14 converter and
19 nonconverter patients, to confirm its ability to dis-
criminate between converters and nonconverters.
The same process was repeated for the RTV cohort,

obtaining the iRBDconvRP from RTV patients and sub-
sequently calculating subject scores in the GE cohort
(see Supporting Information for details).

iRBDconvRP Derivation and Validation on the
Whole Patient Group

We pooled the data to identify the iRBDconvRP in the
total data set (30 converters and 46 nonconverters). For
validation, we performed a leave-one-out cross-
validation (LOOCV).31,32 Subject scores expressing both
the original iRBDconvRP and the LOOCV iRBDconvRP
were z-transformed with respect to the nonconverter
iRBD patients. Considering the known heterogeneity of
iRBD patients,33 and to enhance the stability of the
results, we performed a bootstrap resampling (2000 rep-
etitions) to extract the most stable regions in the
iRBDconvRP. Unthresholded and thresholded voxels
(2.5%–97.5% confidence interval [CI]) were overlaid on
a T1-MRI template for visualization.

DenovoPDRBDRP Derivation
Thirty-two de novo PD patients with RBD and

44 healthy controls were used to obtain a
denovoPDRBDRP, using the same method described in
the previous section. denovoPDRBDRP was applied to
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the iRBD group to obtain the subject scores for each
patient. Subject scores were z-transformed in respect to
the nonconverter iRBD patients.

Statistical Analysis
Between-group differences in clinical characteristics

and subjects’ z scores were assessed using the unpaired
t test for continuous variables and the χ2 test for cate-
gorical variables.
To determine the sensitivity and specificity of the pat-

terns, a receiver operating curve (ROC) was plotted based
on z-transformed subject scores. For the iRBDconvRP,
LOOCV z scores were used in the analysis. The cutoff that

produced optimum sensitivity and specificity, calculated
using the Youden index method,34 was chosen as the
threshold.
Next, Kaplan–Meier survival analysis was per-

formed to estimate the risk of phenoconversion from
iRBD to an overt α-synucleinopathy, using pattern
expression values, categorized as below or above the
threshold previously computed by the Youden index
method. The survival time was set as the interval
(expressed in months) between the date of [18F]
FDG-PET and the last follow-up visit in
nonconverter patients and between the date of [18F]
FDG-PET and the date of phenoconversion in con-
verter patients. The hazard ratio (HR) was

FIG. 1. Derivation of the iRBDconvRP in GE group with its validation on RTV group. (A) The plot represents the distribution of the GE-iRBDconvRP
expression (z score) of the whole voxels in GE converters (blue) and nonconverters (green), and the pattern identified in the GE group applied to the
RTV converters (pink) and nonconverters (yellow). (B) Results of the SSM-PCA. Display of stable voxels of the GE-iRBDconvRP overlaid on a T1-MRI
template in MNI space, determined after bootstrap resampling 95% confidence interval not straddling zero. Red indicates positive voxel weights (rela-
tive hypermetabolism), and blue indicates negative voxel weights (relative hypometabolism). (C) Results of the ROC analysis performed between
converter- and nonconverter individual z scores (AUC = 0.775). (D) Results of the survival analysis of the GE-iRBDconvRP expression applied to RTV
patients. Green line represents GE-iRBDconvRP expression below the empirical optimal cut point. Orange line represents GE-iRBDconvRP expression
above the empirical optimal cut point. GE, Genoa; iRBDconvRP, phenoconversion-related pattern of iRBD; ROC, receiver operating curve; RTV, Rome
Tor Vergata. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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calculated with a Cox regression, using age, sex, and
site as covariates. For the iRBDconvRP, the presence
of MCI and the MDS-UPDRS-III score were subse-
quently added as covariates to explore their possible
influence in predicting the phenoconversion.
The aforementioned survival analyses were first per-

formed using the subject scores of GE and RTV groups
obtained by applying both the RTV-iRBDRP and the
GE-iRBDRP on GE and RTV cohorts, respectively.
Then, the iRBDconvRP was tested using the subject
scores derived from the application of the iRBDconvRP
after the LOOCV procedures on the whole group. Sub-
sequently, the denovoPDRBDRP was applied on the
whole iRBD group.

Finally, the predictive power of the iRBDconvRP and
the denovoPDRBDRP was compared using Cox regres-
sion. Moreover, time-dependent ROCs were calculated,
and the area under the curve (AUC) of each time point
was compared (one time point every 6 months, until
month 48). Partial Pearson’s correlation analysis was
performed between (1) iRBDconvRP expression and sur-
vival time, (2) iRBDconvRP expression and MDS-
UPDRS-III score, and (3) denovoPDRBDRP and
iRBDconvRP expression, using age as a nuisance vari-
able. Binary logistic regression was applied between
iRBDconvRP expression and the presence/absence of
MCI. Finally, iRBDconvRP expression was compared
between iRBD patients with and withoutMCI.

FIG. 2. Derivation of the iRBDconvRP in RTV group with its validation on GE group. (A) The plot represents the distribution of the RTV-iRBDconvRP
expression (z score) of the whole voxels in RTV converters (blue) and nonconverters (green), and the pattern identified in the RTV group applied to the
GE converters (pink) and nonconverters (yellow). (B) Results of the SSM-PCA. Display of stable voxels of the RTV-iRBDconvRP overlaid on a T1-MRI
template in MNI space, determined after bootstrap resampling 95% confidence interval not straddling zero. Red indicates positive voxel weights (rela-
tive hypermetabolism), and blue indicates negative voxel weights (relative hypometabolism). (C) Results of the ROC analysis performed between
converter- and nonconverter individual z scores (AUC = 0.9). (D) Results of the survival analysis of the RTV-iRBDconvRP expression applied to GE
patients. Green line represents RTV-iRBDconvRP expression below the empirical optimal cut point. Orange line represents RTV-iRBDconvRP expres-
sion above the empirical optimal cut point. AUC, area under the curve; GE, Genoa; iRBDconvRP, phenoconversion-related pattern of iRBD; MNI, Mon-
treal Neurological Institute; ROC, receiver operating curve; RTV, Rome Tor Vergata. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Statistical threshold was set at 0.05, and P-values
were reported to be corrected for multiple comparisons
using the Bonferroni approach.
All analyses were performed using MatLab (version

2020a, MathWorks) and Stata software (StataCorp. 2013.
Stata Statistical Software: Release 13. College Station, TX:
StataCorp LP).

Results
Clinical Results

As expected, nonconverter patients were younger,
had higher MMSE and lower MDS-UPDRS-III scores,
and were less frequently affected by MCI, compared
with converter patients (Table S1).
RTV patients had a higher MDS-UPDRS-III score

compared with GE patients (Table S2).

iRBDconvRP Derivation and Validation
GE-iRBDconvRP significantly predicts pheno-

conversion in RTV patients (HR = 9.29, P = 0.004;
Fig. 1), whereas RTV-iRBDconvRP showed a lower,
but still-significant prediction power in GE patients
(HR = 3.67, P = 0.033; Fig. 2).

Areas of overlap among the two independent patterns
are shown in Figure 3 and described in Table S4.
SSM-PCA was then applied to the whole cohort.

The first two principal components (PC) explained
the top 50% of the total variance. A weighted linear
combination of PC 1 and 2 (variance explained:
36.42% and 10.59%, respectively) best discriminated
between converters and nonconverters in the logistic
regression model and was termed the iRBDconvRP.
All voxel weights in the iRBDconvRP contributed to
the subject scores. Voxels that survived a 2-tailed CI
threshold of 95% (percentile method) after boot-
strapping were overlaid on a T1-MRI template for
visualization (Fig. 4B) and included positive voxel
weights in the cerebellum, brainstem, anterior cingu-
late cortex, middle and mesial temporal and post-
central areas, and lentiform nucleus, whereas
negative voxel weights were found in the posterior
cingulate, precuneus, middle frontal gyrus, and parie-
tal areas (Table S5).
iRBDconvRP subjects’ LOOCV z scores were signifi-

cantly higher in converter than nonconverter patients
(P < 0.0001; Fig. 4A) as well as in iRBD patients withMCI
than iRBD patients withoutMCI (P < 0.01). No significant
correlation was found between the iRBDconvRP expres-
sion and MDS-UPDRS-III score, whereas iRBDconvRP

FIG. 3. Display of stable voxels of the GE-iRBDconvRP and RTV-iRBDconvRP overlaid on a T1-MRI template in MNI space, determined after bootstrap
resampling 95% confidence interval not straddling zero. Red indicates positive voxel weights (relative hypermetabolism), in GE-iRBDconvRP, whereas
green indicates positive voxel weights (relative hypermetabolism) in RTV-iRBDconvRP. Blue indicates negative voxel weights (relative hypometabolism)
in GE-iRBDconvRP, whereas cyan indicates negative voxel weights (relative hypometabolism) in RTV-iRBDconvRP. GE, Genoa; iRBDconvRP,
phenoconversion-related pattern of iRBD; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; RTV, Rome Tor Vergata. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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expression showed a significant direct correlation with the
presence ofMCI (P= 0.004).

iRBDconvRP Phenoconversion Prediction
Ability

In the ROC analysis between converter and
nonconverter subjects’ LOOCV z scores, we found an
AUC of 0.85 (sensitivity: 87%, specificity: 72%;
Fig. 4C). Kaplan–Meier curves are shown in Figure 4D.
The prediction model was statistically significant
(P < 0.001).
In Cox regression analysis, iRBDconvRP signifi-

cantly predicted phenoconversion (adjusted HR of

7.42, P < 0.001, 95% confidence interval [CI]:
2.5–21.4).
The iRBDconvRP expression showed a significant

inverse correlation with survival time (r = �0.320,
P = 0.005; Fig. 5).
The model was significant when MCI and MDS-

UPDRS-III were included as covariates (HR: 8.88,
P < 0.001, 95%CI: 2.65–29.79). Besides iRBDconvRP
expression, only MDS-UPDRS-III score contributed to
the prediction with an HR of 1.21 (P= 0.028, 95% CI:
1.02–1.44).
It was observed that after the outlier with longer sur-

vival time was removed (137 months), the result did
not change significantly.

FIG. 4. Results of the SSM-PCA. (A) Distribution of subjects’ LOOCV z scores of the two groups, with the optimum discrimination threshold (empirical cut
point = 0.6414) (green = iRBD converters; blue = iRBD nonconverters). (B) Display of the unthresholded iRBDconvRP after SSM-PCA overlaid on a T1-MRI
template in MNI space (right). Display of stable voxels of the iRBDconvRP overlaid on a T1-MRI template in MNI space, determined after bootstrap
resampling 95% confidence interval not straddling zero (left). Red indicates positive voxel weights (relative hypermetabolism), and blue indicates negative
voxel weights (relative hypometabolism). (C) Results of ROC analysis of iRBDconvRP (all patients) performed between converter- and nonconverter subjects’
LOOCV z scores (AUC = 0.85, sensitivity: 87%, specificity: 72%). (D) Results of the survival analysis of the iRBDconvRP expression (LOOCV z scores). Green
line represents iRBDconvRP expression (LOOCV z scores) below the empirical optimal cut point. Orange line represents iRBDconvRP expression (LOOCV
z scores) above the empirical optimal cut point. AUC, area under the curve; iRBDconvRP, phenoconversion-related pattern of iRBD; LOOCV, leave-one-out
cross-validation; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; ROC, receiver operating curve. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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DenovoPDRBDRP Derivation, Application, and
Comparison with the iRBDconvRP

Brain areas involved in the denovoPDRBDRP are
presented in Table S6. As expected, these patterns par-
tially overlapped with the iRBDconvRP, with positive
voxel weights in the cerebellum and in the anterior cin-
gulate cortex and negative voxel weights in the
precuneus and parietal areas, and were significantly
and directly correlated (r: 0.6, P < 0.001).
The denovoPDRBDRP showed a good power in discrimi-

nating iRBD converters and nonconverters, with anAUC of
0.85 (sensitivity: 93%, specificity: 67%) and significantly
predicted phenoconversion (HR = 3.99, P = 0.001, 95%
CI: 1.81–8.83). Kaplan–Meier curves are shown in Fig-
ure S1.
When combining the Cox regression and the

denovoPDRBDRP and the iRBDconvRP, only the latter
maintained a statistical significance (HR = 5.72,
P = 0.003, 95% CI: 1.83–17.85), whereas the former
had a HR of 1.81 (P = 0.168, 95% CI: 0.78–4.23).
When the time-dependent ROC curves were com-

pared, the AUC values were higher in the iRBDconvRP
than in the denovoPDRBDRP during the first 2 years of
follow-up, whereas the AUC values were higher in the
denovoPDRBDRP than in the iRBDconvRP at later
time points (Table S7).

Discussion

In this study, we derived and validated a brain meta-
bolic pattern reflecting the glucose metabolic changes
associated with phenoconversion from iRBD to an
overt α-synucleinopathy. Our results reveal the

existence of a specific phenoconversion-related pattern
(iRBDconvRP) found by applying the SSM-PCA to
30 iRBD patients, who phenoconverted to an overt
α-synucleinopathy (14 PD and 16 DLB), and 46 non-
converters. The iRBDconvRP significantly predicted
phenoconversion from iRBD to PD or DLB over time,
with a high HR.
Initially, because the patients were enrolled by two

different centers, two independent iRBDconvRP were
derived and cross-center validated on each other, so as
to obtain a more reliable pattern. The resulting patterns
were topographically similar and significantly able to
predict the conversion in the validation group (ie, GE-
iRBDconvRP on RTV patients and vice versa). It
should be noted that the application of RTV-
iRBDconvRP to GE patients showed a lower HR com-
pared with GE-iRBDconvRP. This finding may be
explained by the lower number of patients participating
in the derivation of the RTV-iRBDconvRP. Neverthe-
less, the RTV-iRBDconvRP was significantly able to
predict conversion in GE patients. This is an intriguing
result, considering that no specific harmonization was
performed in the [18F]FDG-PET acquisition between
the two centers.
The pattern analysis highlights those voxels that either

positively or negatively covary together. From a patho-
physiological standpoint, we could only speculate that the
positive and negative components reflect relatively higher
and lower metabolism, respectively. Therefore, the
iRBDconvRP includes positive components (relatively
higher glucose metabolism) within the cerebellum,
brainstem, anterior cingulate cortex, middle and mesial
temporal and postcentral areas, and lentiform nucleus,
whereas negative components (relatively lower glucose

FIG. 5. Results of Pearson’s correlation between the iRBDconvRP expression (LOOCV z score) and survival time (months) in converters (green triangles)
and nonconverters (blue squares). iRBDconvRP, phenoconversion-related pattern of iRBD; LOOCV, leave-one-out cross-validation. [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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metabolism) were found in the posterior cingulate,
precuneus, middle frontal gyrus, and parietal areas.
This pattern partially overlaps with the PDRP

described in previous studies, which involves positive
voxel weights in the putamen/pallidus, thalamus, pons,
and motor cortex and negative components in the
premotor cortex, supplementary motor area, and parie-
tal association regions,14,15,31 but also shows similari-
ties with the brain glucose metabolism pattern typically
found in DLB patients.35

It is now recognized that neurodegenerative condi-
tions, such as PD,2-4 DLB,35 and iRBD,31 are character-
ized by disease-specific patterns, derived from [18F]
FDG-PET data.
In particular, it has been shown that the PDRP is

more expressed in iRBD patients compared with
healthy subjects.36 Moreover, the PDRP in iRBD
patients is more expressed at follow-up than at
baseline,30 suggesting that its expression increases over
time, paralleling disease progression from prodromal
stages to the overt neurodegenerative disease. Indeed, it
has been suggested that the PDRP reflects a more
advanced stage of the RBDRP, given the partially over-
lapped topography.15 Interestingly, Kim et al found
that RBDRP expression decreases, whereas PDRP
expression increases over time, along with disease pro-
gression.16 Of note, Holtbernd et al37 studied the
increase in PDRP expression in two groups of iRBD
patients (10 and 17 patients, respectively) followed for
an average of 5 years. They found an increase in PDRP
expression at baseline in both groups, especially in
iRBD patients who eventually phenoconverted at
follow-up.
However, iRBD patients are highly heterogeneous,33

with about half of them phenoconverting to DLB; thus,
a PDRP may not be the best choice to identify subjects
at risk of phenoconversion. Here, unlike the aforemen-
tioned studies, we wanted to find a pattern reflecting
the overall risk of conversion from iRBD to overt
alpha-synucleinopathy in the short- to medium term. In
fact, iRBD patients who do not convert reflect a hetero-
geneous group, consisting of late converters and iRBD
patients who will truly remain stable (ie, isolated or
iRBD). Thus, the pattern derived in this study most
likely reflects the risk of short- to medium-term pheno-
conversion, mean time to conversion being less than
2 years in iRBD converters.
Indeed, a recent multicentric study investigated brain

metabolism correlates of DLB core features, showing
that the presence of RBD is associated with bilateral
parieto-occipital cortex, precuneus, and ventrolateral–
frontal metabolism,35 thus in agreement with the
iRBDconvRP. To note, the iRBDconvRP overlapped
only partially with the previously described RBDRP,
which includes positive components within the cerebel-
lum, hippocampus, brainstem, and sensorimotor

cortex, as well as negative components within the
occipital, temporal, and parietal cortices.16,31 Indeed, in
the present study, nonconverter iRBD patients rather
than healthy controls were used as a reference group to
obtain the iRBDconvRP. The reason for this choice was
to clean the pattern from the RBDRP components, to
obtain a pattern that reflects the stage of the disease,
highlighting the metabolic brain areas related to a
short- to medium phenoconversion, instead of the dis-
ease itself.
The iRBDconvRP expression was able to significantly

predict phenoconversion in our group of patients, with
an adjusted HR of 7.42, thus superior to the already-
known risk factors. Indeed, the clinical risk factors
showed HRs of 2 to 5,2 whereas presynaptic dopami-
nergic impairment achieved a HR of 5.71 in a recent
multicenter international study.3 Interestingly, when
used as covariate, the MDS-UPDRS-III scores showed a
low, but significant power in predicting conversion in
iRBD patients. This is not unexpected considering that
subtle motor symptoms have been described as predic-
tors of conversion in iRBD2 and are likely related to a
more advanced stage of the disease. Moreover, the
iRBDconvRP showed a higher HR in predicting pheno-
conversion than the denovoPDRBDRP, as previously
described and stated to be a better prediction bio-
marker than the PDRP.15

This result suggests that [18F]FDG-PET may be one
among the most accurate biomarkers for the assessment
of short to medium term phenoconversion in iRBD
patients, thus considered as an inclusion criterion for
future disease-modifying clinical trials. Moreover, the
iRBDconvRP expression showed an inverse correlation
with survival time (expressed in months and defined as
the difference between [18F]FDG-PET acquisition and
phenoconversion diagnosis or last outpatient visit),
highlighting its possible role as a progression bio-
marker. However, 90% of iRBD patients will eventu-
ally phenoconvert to the overt stage of the disease,
when the follow-up is more than 10 years38; thus, the
“absence of conversion” that distinguishes nonconverter
from converter patients is a condition that is expected
to change overtime. Therefore, the iRBDconvRP allows
us to identify those patients who will eventually
phenoconvert in a short to medium term, because its
specificity will be lower for a longer predictive outcome.
Nevertheless, in terms of patient selection for neuro-
protective trials, the discrimination between long- and
short-to-medium-term converters could be a useful tool
for researchers and clinicians.
In this study, clinical characteristics of iRBD patients

are in line with the literature: iRBD converters were
older and had more cognitive and motor impairment
compared with nonconverters.2

Interestingly, RTV patients had more pronounced
motor impairments compared to GE patients.
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Therefore, RTV iRBD patients tended to convert more
frequently to PD, whereas GE patients tended to con-
vert more frequently to DLB, although this trend did
not reach statistical significance. Despite these differ-
ences, the iRBDconvRP well discriminated between
converters and nonconverters in both centers,
suggesting that the iRBDconvRP represents a stable and
reliable pattern, regardless of the phenoconversion
diagnosis.
This study has some limitations. First, it has a rela-

tively small sample size. However, this work is the larg-
est [18F]FDG-PET longitudinal study of iRBD patients
so far. Second, given the lack of a validation group in
the whole cohort, we applied the LOOCV procedure to
cross-validate the results, as done in previous stud-
ies.27,32 Third, we did not investigate specific differ-
ences between converters to DLB and converters to PD
because of the limited number of patients and because
it was beyond the aim of this study. Fourth, none of the
patients developed multiple systemic atrophy, which
frequently precedes iRBD, but has a far lower incidence
than PD and DLB.39 Fifth, because of the lack of an
external cohort, longitudinal analyses (ie, Cox regres-
sion and time-dependent ROC) were applied in the
same sample used for deriving the iRBDconvRP; there-
fore, there may be a risk for multicollinearity, and these
results should be validated in different cohorts of
patients. Finally, the lack of homogeneity exists in [18F]
FDG-PET equipment between the two centers. Despite
these limitations, finding two similar iRBDconvRP from
two different centers, without previous harmonization
of the data, may even strengthen our result, suggesting
the solidity of the data. Nevertheless, center belonging
was used as a nuisance within the analysis. Further lon-
gitudinal studies are warranted to confirm these results
and eventually to differentiate patterns predicting con-
version to different α-synucleinopathies.
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